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POTTERILL J

[1] The Applicant [first respondent in the main application], Mr Baben,

filed  an  application  for  leave  to  appeal  against  the  finding  of

contempt of court, the remedy imposed and the punitive cost order

granted.  At  the  hearing  Mr  Baben’s  legal  representative

abandoned the appeal against the finding of contempt of court, but

persisted  with  the  appeal  against  the  direct  imprisonment  and

punitive costs order. The curatrix and Ms Oberholzer opposed the

application for leave to appeal.

The remedy

[2] As a basic principle a court is loath to restrict the personal liberty of

a person.1  Perhaps even more so, where a father is imprisoned in

relation to non-compliance of a court order involving his children.

[3] This matter was brought on an urgent basis and required a speedy

judgment in order to prevent further derailment of the envisaged

process. I did consider every factor raised by the respondents as

reasons for  the contempt, albeit  not every factor is listed in the

judgment.

1 Secretary of the Judicial Commission of Inquiry into Allegations of State Capture, Corruption and Fraud in the 
Public Sector including Organs of State v Zuma and Others 2021 (5) SA 327 (CC) par [55]
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[4] I also factored in every fact on which I could exercise my discretion

to come to impose a remedy. The first question was how would it

further affect the children, but the children’s therapists submitted it

would not in this process be detrimental to the children. Mr Baben

was not prepared in his opposition of the application to commit to

in  future  adhere  to  the  court  order,  rendering  suspension  on

condition that the court order is complied with futile. There is not a

single  fact  put  before  me  that  if  Mr  Baben  is  not  part  of  the

envisaged process how it would negatively impact the process. He

has  not  displayed  bona  fides by  purging  his  default  of  the

payments he was ordered to make. 

[5] Mr Baben had in the application for  leave to appeal not  shown

what factors, even in exercising a very wide discretion, I should

have taken into account. Losing his job is a reality when committal

is sought. However, he has not been paying as ordered and this

factor is thus a neutral fact. A court of appeal will not have new

facts or factors to consider and there are no prospects that another

court would come to another conclusion.

[6] Mr Baben had requested a punitive order against the curatrix and

cannot now assert that a punitive order was not just. His conduct

and his assertions rendered such order appropriate.

[7] I thus make the following order:

The application for leave to appeal is dismissed with costs.
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__________________

S. POTTERILL

JUDGE OF THE HIGH COURT
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